
FOOTBALL STREAK CHAMPIONS  is LEAP’s latest 3D game. It allows betting on matchups 
between 16 of the top-performing European teams including Amsterdam, Barcelona, 
Liverpool, London, Lyon, Madrid, Manchester, Milano, Munich and Paris.

Football Streak CHAMPIONS 
PRODUCT SHEET

GAME description

Game ID: 5042

Our latest on-demand virtual sports game will treat players to the excitement of a series of 
matchups between the best European teams, from anywhere and at any time. The game offers 
in-play dynamic betting with smart and easy UI and includes super realistic 3D football action.


‘Football Streak Champions’ is the latest version of LEAP’s recent blockbuster ‘Football Streak’. It 
introduces a variety of betting options on matchups between the contestants of the Football 
Streak Champions and includes Cash-out Options and Free Penalty Bonus Games for the loyal 
bettor.


The extensive betting offering includes a bet on the full-time result winner, Under/Over Full-time 
- the total goals scored by Fulltime, Under/Over Half-time - the number of goals that will be 
scored by Half-time, Match total goals, Full-time game-winner, the Full-time result and the Half-
time result.


Players can keep track of their favourite European teams while enjoying the fun betting 
experience 24/7, with the possibility of winning big at various moments.


Log in and let the betting begin!


GAME HIGHLIGHTS

Virtual match-ups from the following pool of 16 European teams: Liverpool, Barcelona, 
Munich, Turin, Amsterdam, Lyon, Athens, Milano, London, Glasgow, Manchester, Madrid, Paris, 
Porto, Istanbul and Dortmund.

New betting markets and Cash-Out options at halftime

Free Penalty Bonus Game - awarded after collecting 6 balls

Option to Skip and Rebet as well as Rebet*2 buttons

Embedded stats on team’s strength and score history.

Customisable UI to meet your brand’s requirements.

Each matchup includes highlights from two halves of 45 minutes each.

MARKETS

Full time result winner Money line 1x2 90.5

Bets RTP % 

Handicap: Full-time game-winner with a variable spread 91.5

Under/Over total goals Full time only – Number of goals of the match 91.5

Fulltime exact result 89

Match total goals 0,1,2,3,4 91.5

Double Chance: 1 or X, 2 or X, 1 or 2 90.5 

Halftime result 1x2 90.5

Half with more goals - 1X2 91

Both teams will score – Yes/No 91.5

Under/Over (U/O) Halftime – Number of goals that will be scored by halftime 91.5

Halftime / Fulltime 89

MARKETS EXPLAINED

Please note: Bonus round RTP will pay additional 1.04% RTP on top of the bets RTP mentioned below. 



Fulltime result winner - Moneyline 1x2 (90.5%)

This is a straight bet on the outcome of a match, where Team A wins/Team B wins/Draw. 



Handicap – Full-time game-winner with a variable spread (91.5%)

This is a bet where each team gets a “virtual” advantage to balance the odds in several directions to 
create multiple types of bets.This is calculated with the result +/- the handicap number to find the 
handicap winner.

For example: Team A -1.5 vs Team B +1.5

If team A wins by one goal or less or loses the game, team B wins the handicap bet. 



Under/Over (U/O) Total goals, Full time only – Number of goals of the match (91.5%)

Betting on how many goals will be scored in the game’s final score. For example, with U/O 2.5, every 
game that generates two goals or less will be under. Every game that generates three goals or above 
will be over. 



Full-time exact result (89%)

Betting on the exact match result after 90 minutes (overtime not included).



Match total goals (91.5%)

Betting on the exact total number of goals that will be scored during the match: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4+ 



Double Chance: 1 or X, 2 or X, 1 or 2 (90.5%)

Betting on the game outcome with a double chance of winning out of three results from a 1X2 bet.  


Both teams will score - Yes/No (91.5%)

Betting on whether both teams will end up scoring goals in the game. 



Halftime Bets:



Halftime result - 1x2 (90.5%)

This is a straight bet on the first half outcome: Team A wins/Team B wins/Draw.



Under / Over (U/O) Halftime – Number of goals that will be scored by halftime (91.5%)

Betting on the number of goals, both teams will score by halftime.

For example: U/O – 1.5



Half with more goals - 1x2 (91%)

3-Way bet on which half will generate more goals: first half/second half/same number of goals on both. 



Halftime/Fulltime (89%)

The result of the game at Halftime & Fulltime (1X2).

EUR Euro

Languages

currencies

Max bet Max exposureMin bet

TECHNICAL DATA

BASIC NAVIGATION

Two teams will be selected randomly from our 16 teams pool and create different betting options 
that are calculated for each matchup.



If you do not ‘like’ the selected teams, you can press the “Next” button on the top of the screen, 
and it will randomly choose two new teams. If you wish to return to the previous matchup, you can 
press the “Prev” button on the top screen, and it will go back to the last matchup presented.



The main screen presents all the betting options, statistics, and teams’ details.



All betting options for the game are presented below the teams’ presentation area. The first tab 
presents all the betting options, while the Game Line, Goals, and Halftime tabs present the same 
betting options but filtered respectively.



After each game, you can choose to play the same matchup again by choosing the “REBET” or 
“REBET X2” options. The options will offer the same matchup with your previous selections (without 
starting the actual game) while waiting for you to approve or change the selections and place the 
bets to start the game.



Placing a Bet



Clicking any bet selections will place the selected bet into the bet slip.



The bet’s value can be defined in two ways: either by the default stake on the bet slip, which will 
apply the value to all bets, or by editing the amount manually in the bet slip itself.



The bets will only be submitted once you clicked the “SUBMIT & START” button to submit the bets 
and start the match. If the game is interrupted for any reason, the reply would be available for you 
on the bet history page.



Once the match begins, bets will be presented to the right of the video stream on a Desktop view 
and below the video stream on a Mobile view. There is an option to skip directly into Halftime to 
cash out your bets or place Halftime bets according to the game result.



In addition, you can skip directly to the final score and immediately see the match result and the 
outcome of your bet. Skipping the match to halftime or the end doesn’t affect the game outcome 
or your betting outcome in any way.



By selecting the Bet history option on the menu, you can view your bets history. Bet history 
includes the latest matches, results for those matches, and any wins and returns. Furthermore, you 
can always watch the replay of any matchup played to check and explore the match again.



A malfunction leading to a game being generated incorrectly for any reason will void all bets for 
that game and return all of the original stakes to you.



Cash-out



We offer a cash-out option to claim your winnings early during the halftime break of the game.



Cashing out means that you can choose to cash out the bet during halftime for the amount 
offered. In this case, the bet is closed before the game ends, and the funds are transferred to your 
account.



The RTP on a Cash-out bet will have the same RTP percentage as the correspondent market return 
to player specified above minus 0.5 from the difference between the return to player and 100%.For 
example, if the RTP on the main market is 95%, the RTP on the cash-out for the same market will be 
95%-0.5*(100%-95%)=92.5%



Halftime Bets



Two betting options are offered during the halftime of the games. Either watching the game to the 
halftime or skipping to it will allow you to place bets following knowing the half time score. Those 
bets will be settled at the end of the game with all other bets that were placed.

Return to Player (RTP)



You can calculate the return on the different markets offered in the game. For that, all possible 
outcome for each market is presented with the respective payout for each of them.



Minimum & Maximum Bet and Maximum Win:



Football Streak betters may encounter various minimum and maximum bet limits.



Limits are presented in the game to ensure that players will always receive the amount listed as a 
payout if their bet wins. If a limit is breached, a limit message will be presented, and you will be 
asked to amend your bet amount before your bet will be accepted.



The limits are dynamic and may be different between each bet type.



Odds Variation:



Odds are offered in a variety of ways: American, Decimal, or Fractional, while Decimal is the default.



Those are just different ways of calculating or comparing the return, and they do not affect the 
final return to the player.



The decimal values to two decimal places are the accurate values where the stake is multiplied by 
the decimal to calculate the exact return, while the American and Fractional presentations are 
rounded to the nearest appropriate decimal number.

BONUS round

Football Streak Champions offers a bonus game.

Every game played in the football streak champions game in which more than 5 goals are scored in, 
rewards you with a Bonus Football ball.

Once you collect 6 balls you will be awarded a special bonus penalty play, in which you can decide whether 
a stand-alone penalty kick will be scored or missed. The stake amount played on the bonus play will be the 
average betting amount on all games played (wins, losses & cash-outs) from your betting games during the 
collection of all 6 balls.

The bonus round must be played immediately after collecting the 6th ball. In case of game interruption, a 
player must come back into the game and play the bonus round in order for the original bet and bonus to 
settle before moving to the next game.

The average from the total amount gathered during the user's bets until he got into the bonus round will 
be used as betting money only to generate the wanted win amount if the bonus round is successful.

For example:

100$ Bonus + 1.25 odds would generate 125$ = the user wins 25$


CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE

The information included herein is intended only for the person(s) or entity to which it was specifically sent and contains 
confidential material. Any transfer, review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance 
upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. Thank you for your cooperation!


